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INTRODUCTION: The diversity of cell types is a
defining feature of the neuronal circuitry that
makes up the areas and layers of the mam-
malian cortex. At a molecular level, the extent
of this diversity is now better appreciated
through recent efforts to census all potential
cortical cell types through single-cell transcrip-
tional profiling. Cortical populations can be
hierarchically subdivided into multiple puta-
tive transcriptomic cell classes, subclasses, and
types. This new catalog of neuronal subclasses
and subtypes opens up new questions and
avenues of investigation for how these cell
types are collectively organized into circuits
that function to process information and adapt
to changes in experience.

RATIONALE: We investigated the function of
newly identified cell types in layers 2 or 3
(L2/3) of the primary somatosensory cortex,
a region that integrates bottom-up sensory
information with top-down internal repre-
sentations. Current in vivo methods primar-
ily allow cell types to be investigated one at a
time and have limited ability to label cell
types defined by combinations of expressed
genes. To densely survey these cell types and

investigate how they interact during task
behavior, we developed a platform, Compre-
hensive Readout of Activity and Cell Type
Markers (CRACK), that combines popula-
tion calcium imaging with subsequent mul-
tiplexed fluorescent in situ hybridization.
Multiplexed labeling of mRNA transcripts
is critical to deciphering the identity of cell
types defined by combinatorial patterns of
gene expression.

RESULTS:Weprofiled the functional responses
of three excitatory cell types and eight inhib-
itory subclasses in L2/3 as mice performed a
whisker-based tactile working memory task.
Task-related properties of both excitatory and
inhibitory neurons continue to differentiate
as they are segregated into increasingly dis-
crete molecular types. Our analysis revealed
that the excitatory cell type, L2/3 intratelen-
cephalic Baz1a (Baz1a), functions as a highly
active detector of tactile features. Simulta-
neous imaging across identified cell types
enabled measurements of functional connec-
tivity between subpopulations. Functional
connectivity analysis indicated that Baz1a
neurons orchestrate local network activity

patterns. We found that Baz1a neurons show
strong functional connections with dendrite-
targeting, somatostatin-expressing (Sst) in-
hibitory neurons. Trans-monosynaptic viral
tracing confirmed that Baz1a neurons preferen-
tially synapse onto Sst neurons. Baz1a neurons
also show enrichment of select plasticity-
related, immediate early genes, including Fos.
To determine whether the expression pattern
of immediate early genes is a stable property
of Baz1a neurons and how this relates to neu-
ronal plasticity, we tracked Fos expression and
neuronal activity in mice subjected to whisker
deprivation. We found that Baz1a neurons
homeostatically adapt to sensory deprivation
while stably maintaining Fos expression.

CONCLUSION: These results demonstrate that
Baz1a neurons are a component of a molec-
ularly defined circuit motif that is capable of
recruiting local circuits for sensory process-
ing when salient features are encountered
during behavior. This cell type also functions
to preserve sensory representations during
ongoing and altered sensory experience. This
builds on our knowledge for how local circuits
in somatosensory cortex are implemented to
negotiate bottom-up and top-down infor-
mation. The ability to map functional and
transcriptional relationships across neuronal
populations provides insight into how the
organizing principles of the cortex give rise
to the computations it performs.▪
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Circuit hub for sensory processing

CRACK platform reveals a circuit hub for sensory processing. Functional
profiling of molecularly defined cells was achieved with in vivo two-photon calcium
imaging in L2/3 of the primary somatosensory cortex during task behavior or
sensory deprivation followed by multiplexed fluorescent in situ hybridization.

Excitatory Baz1a neurons form a connection motif capable of recruiting local
circuits and preserving sensory representations during ongoing and altered
sensory experience. HCR-FISH, hybridization chain reaction–fluorescence in situ
hybridization; Vip, vasoactive intestinal peptide–expressing; Exc., excitatory.
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Although single-cell transcriptomics of the neocortex has uncovered more than 300 putative cell
types, whether this molecular classification predicts distinct functional roles is unclear. We combined
two-photon calcium imaging with spatial transcriptomics to functionally and molecularly investigate
cortical circuits. We characterized behavior-related responses across major neuronal subclasses in
layers 2 or 3 of the primary somatosensory cortex as mice performed a tactile working memory task.
We identified an excitatory intratelencephalic cell type, Baz1a, that exhibits high tactile feature
selectivity. Baz1a neurons homeostatically maintain stimulus responsiveness during altered experience
and show persistent enrichment of subsets of immediately early genes. Functional and anatomical
connectivity reveals that Baz1a neurons residing in upper portions of layers 2 or 3 preferentially
innervate somatostatin-expressing inhibitory neurons. This motif defines a circuit hub that orchestrates
local sensory processing in superficial layers of the neocortex.

C
ells of the neocortex can be defined on
the basis of their molecular composi-
tion, the diversity of which is reflected
in their transcriptome. The transcrip-
tional profiles observed across this brain

region indicate that cortical populations can
be hierarchically subdivided into multiple
putative transcriptomic cell classes [such as
g-aminobutyric acid (GABA)–ergic or gluta-
matergic], subclasses (such as GABAergic
Pvalb), and types (such as GABAergic Pvalb
Vipr2) (1, 2). Even within a single layer of one
cortical area, transcriptional diversity remains
high (3). This organization may have devel-
opmental origins (4, 5) or reflect anatomical
specificity (6, 7) or physiological properties
(8, 9). The extent to which this diversity re-
lates to information encoding during goal-
directed behavior is unclear. In superficial
layers of the neocortex, excitatory layer-2 or
-3 (L2/3) pyramidal neurons can be disinhib-
ited by subclasses of inhibitory vasoactive
intestinal peptide–expressing (Vip) neurons
through subclasses of inhibitory somatostatin-
expressing (Sst) neurons. The degree to which
thismotif is part of a larger circuit composed of
other transcriptomic cell types is unclear.
The ability to link molecularly identified

neurons with their function during behav-
ior requires monitoring the activity of cell
types in vivo. Traditional approaches to label
cell types by use of transgenic lines or post hoc

immunohistochemistry are limited to one to
three molecular markers (10, 11). This has
restricted investigations to classes of excit-
atory and inhibitory neurons to the broadest
hierarchical levels of cell type diversity. Tech-
niques for spatial transcriptional profiling
increase the number of genes that can be
simultaneously identified in tissue (12–16).
Combinatorial expression patterns of multi-
ple genes can then be used to define finer
divisions in the transcriptomic taxonomy that
correspond to more specific neuronal sub-
classes and types. Further, spatial profiling
of gene expression in intact tissue readily en-
ables dense multimodal registration of ana-
tomical and functional measurements across
neurons within a single sample (17). We de-
veloped a platform, Comprehensive Readout
of Activity and Cell Type Markers (CRACK),
that combines in vivo two-photon calcium
imaging with post hoc multiplexed fluores-
cence in situ hybridization. Using this plat-
form, we sought to determine whether finer
divisions in the transcriptomic taxonomy
(subclasses and types) exhibit distinct func-
tional characteristics and connection motifs.
We focused on newly identified cell types in
L2/3 of the primary somatosensory cortex (S1),
a region involved in processing and integrat-
ing tactile information with motor and asso-
ciative input.

CRACK platform

The CRACK platform uses a multi-area two-
photonmicroscope (18) configured to perform
simultaneous population calcium imaging
across multiple tissue depths, providing three-
dimensional (3D) spatial information of neu-
ron location for later post hoc identification

(Fig. 1A, fig. S1, andmovie S1). After functional
in vivo experiments, tissue encompassing the
imaged volume was sectioned parallel to the
imaging plane. The tissue was embedded in
hydrogel and cleared (19) to facilitate labeling
of mRNA transcripts by using hybridization
chain reaction–fluorescence in situ hybridiza-
tion (HCR-FISH) (13) and confocal imaging.
Because HCR-FISH is a DNA-based labeling
strategy, probes for different mRNA transcripts
were labeled, imaged, and then stripped by
using deoxyribonuclease (DNase) across mul-
tiple rounds. To reidentify and register in vivo
neurons across multiple rounds of HCR-FISH,
we dedicated one imaging channel (561) to
repeated labeling and imaging of transcripts
of the red genetically encoded calcium indica-
tor, RCaMP1.07, which we used for functional
imaging (fig. S2 and supplementary text S1)
(20). Other imaging channels were used for
labeling cell type–specific markers (table S1).
Although expression of a small number of

genes can be detected throughmultiple rounds
of sequential staining, a barcode readout scheme
provides high read depth (100 to 1000 genes) in
an error-robust manner. Using barcode read-
outs to decode arbitrary gene sets relies on
single-molecule mRNA resolution, which is
sensitive to image registration errors and has
only been demonstrated in thin tissue sec-
tions (<40 mm) (12, 16). To obviate the need for
single-moleculemRNA-resolution registration
so that larger volumes of tissue (150 to 300 mm)
could be imagedandanalyzed,weprogrammed
our barcode for cellular-resolution readout.
This approach relies on prior knowledge of gene
expression patterns so that binary decoding for
each imaging channel and hybridization round
could be programmed at cellular rather than
mRNA resolution. This approach is highly com-
patible with identifying cell types defined by
nonoverlapping gene expression patterns.
We analyzed single-cell RNA-sequencing

(scRNA-seq) data from S1 that were acquired
as part of a larger study of the molecular di-
versity of the isocortex (21). On the basis of
combinatorial expression patterns, L2/3 intra-
telencephalic (IT) pyramidal neurons in S1
were observed to be segregated into three
transcriptomic cell types: L2/3 IT Adamts2
(Adamts2), L2/3 IT Baz1a (Baz1a), and L2/3
IT Agmat (Agmat) (fig. S4). Excitatory neurons
in L2/3 show both cell type–specific and area-
specific gene expression patterns. When com-
paring S1 L2/3 cell types to those in the primary
visual (V1) and anterior lateral motor (ALM)
cortex, Baz1a and Agmat cells showed sim-
ilarity to cell types identified in V1 and ALM,
whereas Adamts2 cells were present in V1 but
not ALM (1).
Inhibitoryneuron cell types in S1were shared

with other cortical areas and found to be hier-
archically organized. Although the major non-
overlapping inhibitory subclasses (Lamp5,
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Pvalb, Sst, andVip) have each been investigated
at the broadest level (22, 23), further subdivi-
sions have not been investigated during task
behavior. Thus, we selected gene markers that
defined the next level of transcriptional sub-
division (fig. S5). Lamp5 neurons were sub-
divided into two subclasses according to
mutually exclusive expression of LIM homeo-
box 6 (Lhx6) or neuron-derived neurotrophic
factor (Ndnf). Pvalb, Sst, or Vip neurons were
subdivided according to expression of vaso-
active intestinal peptide receptor 2 (Vipr2),
chondrolectin (Chodl), or parathryroidhormone–
like hormone (Pthlh), respectively.We devised
a barcode scheme for detection of 16 mRNA
species across six rounds of staining to resolve
11 transcriptomically defined cell populations
(three excitatory types and eight inhibitory
subclasses) (Fig. 1, B to E).

Task encoding across excitatory types

To identify functional differences between
transcriptionally defined cell populations in

L2/3 of S1, two-photon calcium imaging was
carried out on expert wild-type mice (n = 7)
performing a head-fixedwhisker-based delayed
nonmatch to sample (DNMS) task (fig. S6)
(24). In this context-dependent sensory pro-
cessing task, a motorized rotor is used to de-
flect multiple whiskers in either an anterior or
posterior direction during an initial “sample”
and a later “test” period, separated by a 2-s
delay (Fig. 2A). During the delay period and the
intertrial interval, the rotor was withdrawn to
prevent whisker-rotor contact. Behavior was
reported as “go/no go,” in which animals licked
on “go” trials for a water reward (“hit”) when
the presented sample and test stimulus were
nonmatching and withheld licking on “no go”
trials (“correct rejection”) when the presented
sample and test stimulus werematching. High-
speed videographywas also performed tomon-
itor whisking behavior.
We previously reported diverse task-related

responses in L2/3 of S1 during the DNMS task
(24). To characterize task-related responses for

each recorded cell in a more comprehensive
manner, we fit a generalized linear model
(GLM) to each neuron’s estimated calcium
event activity against a range of “task variables”
(Fig. 2B, figs. S9 and S10, and supplementary
text S2) (25). Task variables representing a
related feature were grouped into “task factors”
(such as stimulus direction and trial category).
The ability for a neuron to encode a particular
task factor was determined by calculating the
difference in the Akaike information criterion
(DAIC) between a full model and a partial mod-
el that excludes task variables representing that
task factor. A positive DAIC value indicates re-
duced fit quality from the full to the partial
model, revealing that the excluded task factor
in the partial model is an important contrib-
utor to the modeled neuron’s activity. Thus,
we interpret significant, positive DAIC values
to indicate neuronal encoding of the excluded
task factor (Fig. 2C, fig. S11, and supplementary
text S3). We analyzed 10 task-related factors.
Six of the 10 task factors were defined by trial
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Fig. 1. Multiplexed identification of transcriptomic cell subclasses and
types in functionally imaged neurons. (A) Schematic of the CRACK platform.
(B) Expression patterns of genes selected to identify L2/3 S1 excitatory (blue)
and inhibitory (green) cell subclasses and types. (C) Barcode scheme for
multiplexed HCR-FISH of selected genes. (D) Registration of in vivo calcium-
imaged neurons to ex vivo tissue section across multiple rounds of HCR-FISH.
(Top left) In vivo two-photon images of RCaMP1.07+ neurons. (Top right)

Ex vivo confocal images of reidentified RCaMP1.07+ neurons showing endoge-
neous protein (green) followed by HCR-FISH staining transcripts (magenta).
(Bottom) Overlays of (left) B2-488 and (right) B1-647 readout channels
across all HCR-FISH barcode rounds. (E) Decoding of in vivo imaged neuron
[(D), dotted rectangle] identified as an Adamts2 cell type expressing Fst
and Slc17a7. Positive readouts are identified with green rectangles. Scale
bars, (D) 50 mm; (E) 20 mm.
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type information. This included information
related to the direction of the task stimulus
(direction), trial category defined by the com-
bination of the sample and test stimulus (cat-
egory), and the animal’s choice during the test
(choiceTEST) and report period (choiceREPORT).
Although our previous study foundno evidence
of sustained activity in S1 during the delay
period (25), we included task factors that rep-
resent the sample stimulus at later points in
the trial (sample encoded early in the delay
period, sampleEARLY DELAY; sample informa-
tion late in the delay period, sampleLATE DELAY).
Another set of task factors describingwhisker
movement and tactile-object interactionswere
derived from video analysis of whisker tracking
and includedwhisker-object touchonset (touch
onset), whisker-object touch offset (touch off-
set), and whisker kinematics (kinematics). A
final task factor was derived from the activity
of all other simultaneously recorded neurons

to assess the level of coupling the neuron had
with overall network activity (coupling) (26).
Overall, we identified neurons that were selec-
tive to a single ormultiple task factors (fig. S12).
We first compared differences in task en-

coding across the three excitatory cell types.
Baz1a neurons showed the best overall GLM fit
(Fig. 2D) and more strongly encoded whisker
kinematics compared with the other two ex-
citatory cell types (P < 0.005, Mann Whitney
U test) (Fig. 2F). By contrast, Adamts2 neurons
more weakly encoded stimulus direction and
touch offset (direction, P < 0.05; touch off-
set, P < 0.02; Mann Whitney U test) (Fig. 2E
and fig. S14), whereas Agmat neurons more
strongly encoded choiceREPORT (P<0.05,Mann
WhitneyU test). Baz1a neurons also showed
overall higher event rates (P<0.005, one-tailed
Student’s t test) and response reliability to
sample and test stimuli (Fig. 2G and fig. S13).
However, encoding of touch onset did not

differ between excitatory cell types, suggesting
that Baz1a neurons are more tuned to specific
kinematic features rather thanmore sensitive
to nonspecific tactile input (fig. S14).

Persistent stimulus activity and Fos
expression in Baz1a neurons

Highly active, sensory-driven L2/3 S1 neurons
exhibit high expression of the immediate early
gene, Fos (27, 28). scRNA-seq analysis in naïve,
untrained mice shows that whereas all cell
types express some number of immediate
early genes (IEGs), Baz1a neurons show con-
sistent enrichment of Fos along with a subset
of IEGs (Fig. 3A). Although Fos expression is
dynamic and driven by experience-dependent
plasticity (29), we speculated that Fos and
other IEGs may be stably expressed in Baz1a
neurons. To confirm this and address how it
relates to neuronal function, we extended
the CRACK platform to track Fos expression
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Fig. 2. Task encoding across L2/3 excitatory cell types. (A) Schematic of whisker-based delayed nonmatch to sample behavioral task. (B) Encoding of task-related
activity in individual neurons using a GLM. (C) Encoding of task factors determined by comparing full and partial GLM fits (DAIC). (D to G) Cumulative probability
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significant (P < 0.01) and nonsignificant encoding strengths, respectively, by means of c2 test. n = 1107 neurons from seven animals.
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and stimulus-evokedactivity during altered sen-
sory experience using transgenic fosGFPmice
(30) along with virally coexpressed Rcamp1.07
in S1 (n=3) (Fig. 3, B andC). Ex vivoHCR-FISH
confirmed that high fosGFP fluorescence cor-
responded with higher Fos mRNA and that
green fluorescent protein (GFP) mRNAwas
also enriched in Baz1a neurons (Fig. 3D and
fig. S18A). Although estimated event rates

correlated with FosGFP expression levels in
Adamts2 and Agmat neurons, they did not in
Ba1za neurons, confirming that Fos does not
necessarily reflect ongoing activity in this cell
type (fig. S18B).
FosGFP and sensory-evoked calcium re-

sponses were tracked before and for 5 days
after bilateralwhisker deprivation (BD). During
BD, the principal whisker corresponding to

the imaged S1 barrel columnwas trimmed to
a minimum length so that stimulus-evoked
activity could still be tracked (fig. S17) (31).
Overall, BD resulted in a decrease in stimulus-
evoked activity after 1 day followed by a slow
homeostatic compensation after 5 days [P <
0.0002, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA),
post hoc multiple comparison test] (Fig. 3E)
(32). We first asked how fosGFP expression
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Fig. 3. Persistent IEG expression and homeostatic
plasticity in Baz1a neurons. (A) Examples of
selectively (top) enriched and (bottom) not enriched
immediate early genes in Baz1a cells. (B) Time
course of bilateral whisker deprivation (BD) experiment.
(C) (Top) Example of Baz1a neuron with stable high
fosGFP expression across in vivo imaging sessions.
(Middle) Average stimulus responses during calcium
imaging. (Bottom) Post hoc identification of neuron
and HCR-FISH for select genes. (D) HCR-FISH
Fos spot density in high (1.2-fold above background)
and low fluorescent fosGFP cells (two-tailed Student’s
t test). (E) Mean stimulus-evoked activity before
and after BD across functionally imaged neurons
(one-way ANOVA with post hoc multiple comparison
test, n = 2569 cells from three animals). (F) Change
in stimulus-evoked responses before BD versus at
1 day or 5 days BD across neurons with stable low,
dynamic, and stable high fosGFP expression (two-tailed
Student’s t test, n = 790 cells from three animals).
(G) Change in stimulus-evoked responses before BD
versus at 1 day or 5 days BD across excitatory cell types
(c2 test, n = 181 Adamts2, 136 Baz1a, and 153 Agmat
cells from three animals). (H) Fraction of fosGFP
neurons with stable high expression across all pre-BD
sessions (days –2, –1, and 0) and across all BD sessions
(days 1, 3, and 5) for excitatory cell types (two-tailed
Student’s t test, n = 3753 cells from three animals).
* P < 0.05, ** P < 0.005 in (E) to (G). Error bars = SEM;
(H) SD from bootstrap analysis.
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related to functional response changes during
BD. Cellswere divided into three groups accord-
ing to fosGFP expression: (i) stable low fosGFP
expression across all imaging sessions; (ii) sta-
ble high fosGFP expression across all imaging
sessions, and (iii) dynamic fosGFP expression
between at least two imaging sessions (fig. S19).
All groups showed decreased stimulus-evoked
activity after 1 day of BD. However, after 5 days,
responses in stable low and dynamic fosGFP
neurons remained depressed, whereas stable
high fosGFP neurons exhibited an enhance-
ment in sensory response magnitude and re-
liability compared with pre-BD conditions (P <
0.05, Student’s t test) (Fig. 3F and fig. S20).
Ex vivo cell type identification revealed that

similar fractions of stable high fosGFP neurons
were observed across all excitatory cell types
before deprivation. However, during BD, there
was increased fosGFP turnover in Adamts2 and
Agmat neurons, whereas the fraction of stable
high fosGFP cells remainedunchanged inBaz1a
neurons (P < 0.05, c2 test) (Fig. 3H). Function-
ally, all three cell types showed reduced stimu-
lus activity after 1 day BD, whereas only Baz1a
neurons showed recovery after 5 days of BD
(P<0.005, Student’s t test) (Fig. 3G and fig. S20).

Task encoding in inhibitory subclasses
and subdivisions

Wenext compared task encoding in three of the
major subclasses of inhibitory neurons (Pvalb,
Sst, and Vip). Lamp5 neurons were excluded
from analysis because of their low numbers
captured in the data set (table S2). Overall,
Pvalb neurons exhibited the weakest coding of
tactile-related features (Fig. 4, A to C, and fig.
S15). However, the high firing rates of Pvalb
neurons and associated difficulties in reliably
inferring spiking-related calcium events in this
subclass by calcium imagingmayunderestimate
the strength of GLM-derived task responses
(supplementary text S2) (11, 33).We therefore
focused our analysis on Sst and Vip neurons.
We investigated whether more task-related

differences emerge when inhibitory subclasses
are further divided into finer transcriptomic
subclasses or types. Among inhibitory sub-
classes, Sst showed the best overall GLM fit
(P < 0.005, Mann-Whitney U test) (Fig. 4A)
and strongly encoded stimulus direction (P <
0.05,Mann-WhitneyU test) (Fig. 4B).We asked
whether stimulus direction was encoded sim-
ilarly in two subdivisions of Sst neurons. Sst/
Chodl+ neurons express nitric oxide synthase
(Nos1) (34), display long-range axonal projec-
tion patterns (35, 36), and are active during
slow-wave sleep (37). During the DNMS task,
Sst/Chodl+ encoded direction more weakly
compared with Sst/Chodl– neurons (P < 5 ×
10−5, Mann Whitney U test) (Fig. 4, D and F,
and fig. S16A).
We next compared task differences between

Vip/Pthlh+ and Vip/Pthlh– neurons (Fig. 4E).

Vipneurons belonging to thePthlh+ subdivision
coexpress choline acetyltransferase (Chat) and
calretinin, typically have bipolar morphologies,
and preferentially target Sst neurons (36, 38–40).
Vip neurons belonging to thePthlh– subdivision
coexpress synuclein gamma (Sncg) and cho-
lecystokinin (Cck), have multipolar and basket
cell morphologies, and preferentially target
Pvalb neurons (36, 41). Vip/Pthlh–neuronsmore
strongly encoded direction, sampleEARLY DELAY,
and touch onset than did Vip/Pthlh+ neurons
(direction,P<0.05; sampleEARLY DELAY,P<0.01;
onset, P < 0.05, Mann-WhitneyU test) (Fig. 4, G
to I, and fig. S16B). Analysis of calcium events
with respect to touch onset at the beginning
of the sample and test period neurons showed
elevated firing for Vip/Pthlh+ neurons preced-
ing touch onset, which correlatedwith an antic-
ipatory increase inwhisking amplitude (Fig. 4J).
This pretouch activity suggested that Vip/Pthlh+

neurons are driven by free whisking behavior.
To disentangle movement-related from tactile-
related whisker responses, we fit neuronal
activity to a GLMwith whisker kinematic var-
iables using only time periods before touch
onset during the prestimulus and delay pe-
riod. Vip/Pthlh+ neurons more strongly en-
coded whisker amplitude, angle, and phase
task factors during free whisking periods com-
pared with those of Vip/Pthlh– neurons (ampli-
tude, P < 0.02; angle, P < 0.001; phase, P < 0.05;
Mann-Whitney U test) (Fig. 4, K to M).

Network interactions between major
subclasses and types

The ability to simultaneously record across all
identified cell subclasses and types enables a
comprehensive characterization of cell type–
specific network structures that underlie coding
of task information. Non-negative matrix fac-
torization across varying ranks captures pop-
ulation dynamics across distinct functional
subpopulations (supplementary text S4) (26).
Neurons that exhibit strong population cou-
pling with increasing ranks suggest functional
relationships with multiple subpopulations.
Comparedwith other excitatory neurons, Baz1a
neurons consistently showed higher coupling
across ranks, indicating that they are highly
integrated into the local L2/3 network (P<0.02,
F2,6, repeated measures ANOVA) (Fig. 5A). To
investigate coupling between specific cell-type
populations, we constructed a GLM that in-
cluded all previously described task variables
while subdividing the activity of other neurons
into different “coupling factors” according to
Adamts2, Baz1a, Agmat, Pvalb, Sst, and Vip
transcriptomic populations (Fig. 5B). For a
modeled neuron, the DAIC for each cell-type
coupling factor constituted a measure of “func-
tional connectivity” between that neuron and
other simultaneously recorded cell types. Func-
tional connections consist of positive and nega-
tive noise correlations that reflect either direct

interactions or common input from nonre-
cordedneurons (fig. S21). From thesemeasures,
a directional weighted network graph can be
constructed composedof the six subpopulations
as nodes and functional connectivity as edges.
To assess interactions between cell populations
encoding different task factors, task-specific
networks were generated by selecting for neu-
rons with significant DAIC (P < 0.01, c2 test) for
a given task factor (Fig. 5C).
We observed different network patterns

across task factors. All task factor networks
exhibited population-specific functional con-
nection weights that were greater than chance
(with the exception of the network that con-
tained noncoding neurons, which exhibited
random connection weights) (P < 0.05, boot-
strap test) (Fig. 5D). Functional connectivity
was strongest among neurons encoding cat-
egory and whisker kinematics (fig. S22A). We
further investigated the structure of these net-
works. For each cell-type node, we used the
input edge strengths to determine how other
cell populations influence the activity of the
measured node and the output edge strengths
to determinehow themeasurednode influences
the activity of other cell populations (Fig. 5E and
fig. S22B). Inhibitory neurons were more likely
than excitatory neurons to be influenced by
network activity patterns. Sst neurons exhib-
ited the highest input node strength across
all task conditions (P < 0.05, bootstrap test).
This is in line with evidence that suggests
that Sst neurons follow local network activ-
ity (23). By contrast, excitatory neurons had
a greater influence on other cell types, with
Baz1a cells showing high output node strength
in seven out of the nine task factor networks
(P < 0.05, bootstrap test).
Given the differences in node strengths

across task factor networks, we asked whether
functional connectivity between any two sub-
populations varied across task factor networks.
High variability suggests that functional con-
nections between cell types are dynamic and
depend on the information being processed,
whereas low variability suggests a stable motif
that is intrinsic to the underlying circuitry. We
measured the overall strength of each con-
nection by calculating the mean edge weight
across task factor networks. The stability of
this connection was reported as the coefficient
of variation of the edge weight across task fac-
tor networks (Fig. 5F). The majority of con-
nections exhibited variability between task
factor networks that were equivalent to chance
levels, suggesting that connection strengths
were dynamic and depend on the encoded
task factor. However, a subset of connections
[Adamts2→Vip, Adamts2→Sst, Agmat→Baz1a,
and Baz1a↔Sst (output node→input node)]
were consistently strong and stable across
task factor networks, suggesting that they
represent intrinsic functional motifs between
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specific cell populations (P < 0.05, permuta-
tion test).

Cell type–specific tracing confirms intrinsic
functional connectivity

The observed functional connections that per-
sisted across task networks could be explained
by cell type–specific synaptic connections.
Trans-monosynaptic rabies tracing enables

input mapping to specific cell types but re-
quires genetic access for conditional infection.
Because transgenic lines for the three excit-
atory cell types are not available, we focused
on input patterns to Sst and Vip inhibitory
classes. Because Baz1a neurons showed stable
functional connectivity with Sst neurons but
not Vip neurons, we compared Baz1a synaptic
connectivity between these two inhibitory

classes.UsingSst-IRES-Cre (n=4) andVip-IRES-
Cre (n = 4) mice (42), L2/3 Sst and Vip starter
cellswere first labeled byusing aCre-dependent
adeno-associated virus (AAV) expressing TVA,
CVS-N2cG, and dTomato, followed by delivery
of the EnvA-pseudotyped CVS-N2c(DG) rabies
virus expressing histone-GFP (Fig. 6, A and B)
(43). We examined the sublaminar distribu-
tion of histone-GFP–positive inputs (nGFP+)
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Fig. 4. Task encoding across L2/3 inhibitory
subclasses. (A to C) Cumulative probability
distributions for (A) full model deviance explained,
(B) encoding strength of stimulus direction, and
(C) encoding strength of whisker kinematics for
three major inhibitory subclasses (Mann Whitney
U Test). (D and E) Estimated event rate responses
to preferred stimulus direction for (D) Sst
subclasses and (E) Vip subclasses. (F and
G) Cumulative probability distribution of DAIC
for task factor encoding direction for (F) Sst
subclasses and (G) Vip subclasses (Mann
Whitney U Test). (H and I) Cumulative probability
distribution of DAIC for (H) task factors encoding
sampleEARLY DELAY and (I) touch onset for Vip
subclasses (Mann Whitney U Test). (J) Estimated
event rate for Vip subclasses along with mean
whisking amplitude aligned to whisker-rotor touch
onset preceding sample and test periods. (K to
M) Cumulative probability distribution of DAIC
for task factors encoding (K) free whisking
amplitude, (L) angle, and (M) phase for Vip
subclasses (Mann Whitney U Test). In (B), (C),
(F) to (I), and (K) to (M), solid and dotted lines
indicate significant (P < 0.01) and nonsignificant
encoding strengths, respectively, by means of
c2 test. Shaded regions in (D) and (E) indicate
SEM. n = 48 Pvalb cells, 47 Sst/Chodl+ cells,
88 Sst/Chodl– cells, 40 Vip/Pthlh+ cells, and
49 Vip/Pthlh– cells from seven animals.
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to Sst and Vip cells across L2/3. Overall, Sst
and Vip neurons received a greater number
of inputs from cells located in deeper L2/3
(>200 mm below the pia mater) as compared
with superficial L2/3. However, Sst neurons
received more of their inputs from superficial
L2/3 neurons compared with Vip neurons
(Sst, 29.1 ± 2.7%; Vip, 21.2 ± 2.6%; mean ±
SEM; P < 0.05, one-tailed Student’s t test)
(Fig. 6C). We performed multiplexed HCR-
FISH to identify cell type of nGFP+ input
neurons. The overall density of Baz1a inputs
was greater for Sst neurons as compared with
Vip neurons (Sst, 12.8 ± 1.8%; Vip, 8.4 ± 1.2%;
P < 0.05; one-tailed Student’s t test) (Fig.
6D). This difference was greatest among
cells in superficial L2/3 (Sst, 22.1 ± 0.9%; Vip,
17.3 ± 2.0%; P < 0.05, one-tailed Student’s
t test) (Fig. 6E).

Discussion

We developed a platform to densely survey
the functional and molecular properties of
neuronal populations in vivo and applied it to
study cell types in L2/3 of S1. We found evi-
dence for increasing functional specialization;
excitatory and inhibitory neurons are divided
into more discrete subclasses and types. We
focused on the role of Baz1a neurons in neo-
cortical function. Enriched Fos expression
suggests that Baz1a neurons are members of
a previously described, highly interconnected
FosGFP population that operates as a network
hub in S1 (27). S1 is important for both tactile
feature discrimination as well as sensorimotor
integration for object localization (44). Given
their highly selective stimulus responsiveness,
Baz1a neurons are well poised to act as feature
detectors and recruit local circuits for sensory
processing. Superficial L2/3 pyramidal neu-
rons are laminarly situated to integrate both
top-down motor and associative signals arriv-
ing in L1 onto apical dendrites with bottom-up
sensory signal arriving from L4 onto basal
dendrites (Fig. 6F) (45, 46). Basal dendrites
also contain highly recurrent, lateral connec-
tions between neighboring excitatory neurons
(47). Integration of top-down signals and as-
sociative memory formation in L2/3 pyram-
idal neurons is mediated by Vip disinhibition
(40, 48) through apical dendrite-targeting Sst
neurons (49). We propose that excitatory con-
nections from superficial Baz1a neurons onto
Sst neurons can counteract Vip-mediated dis-
inhibition so as to inhibit top-down inputs and
bias synaptic integration in local L2/3 pyram-
idal neurons toward bottom-up and recurrent
inputs on basal dendrites. Therefore, these
circuit motifs operate complementary to one
another, allowing S1 to shift between gating
long-range feedback inputs and engaging feed-
forward computations.
Baz1a neurons are also functionally distinct

in their ability to adapt to altered sensory
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experience by homeostatically maintaining
their response to tactile stimuli. Sensory dep-
rivation transiently induces changes in IEG
expression, resulting in experience-dependent
plasticity (50). We speculate that stable ex-
pression of Fos and other select IEGs in Baz1a
cells primes this cell type to adapt to changes
in experience through molecular mechanisms
that could modulate excitatory-inhibitory bal-
ance, synaptic scaling, or intrinsic excitability.
This plasticity suggests that Baz1a neurons
serve additional roles in preserving existing
sensory representations in the face of novel
experiences. The presence of cell types in V1
and ALM with similar expression profiles as
that of Baz1a neurons suggests that homol-
ogous circuits with common functions may
exist across neocortical areas.
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Cell type diversity in the neocortex
The ability to link molecularly identified neurons with their function during behavior requires monitoring the activity
of these cell types in vivo. Condylis et al. developed a platform for population functional imaging with spatial
transcriptomics. Using newly acquired transcriptomic cell census data from the Allen Institute for Brain Science,
the authors studied the function of cell types in primary somatosensory cortex in mice performing a tactile working
memory task. Task-related properties of both excitatory and inhibitory neurons continued to differentiate as they were
segregated into increasingly discrete molecular types. A new excitatory cell type, Baz1a, formed a sensory-driven
circuit hub that orchestrates local sensory processing in superficial layers of the neocortex. This approach opens new
venues for exploring information processing in the brain. —PRS
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